
Interview Script 
Hello {name}, thank you for agreeing to do this interview. With this study, I want to gather opinions of experts in the                      
empirical SE community about researcher bias. Hence, I want to interview you as a member of said community, as                   
well as a researcher who has been conducting experiments in SE. The gathered data will be handled confidentially                  
and your name will not be exposed in the write-up of the study. Is there anything you would like to mention or ask                       
before we begin? 
Warm up: 
1. What institution do you work for? 
2. What is your job title? 
3. What are your research interests? 
4. For how many years have you been conducting research in empirical SE? 
5. When was the last time you published a study reporting one or more experiments? 
Experiments: 
Walk me through your usual experimental process. 
1. Can you summarize that experiment(s)? 
2. Who was involved (researcher), and what was her role? 
3. Can you elaborate on the threats to validity? 
Questionable Research Practices: 
Talking about conducting experiments, let's discuss the following practices (you are welcome to give examples): 
1. What do you think about the practice of reporting the results of one or more hypothesis tests where at least one                     

of the hypotheses is formulated after you have looked at the data?  
2. What do you think about the practice of developing or changing the rules for whether to exclude data or not                    

(e.g., outlier removal) after looking at the impact of doing so on the results? 
3. What do you think about the practice of using several variants of a measure or several statistical tests and then                    

using only the measures and tests that give the strongest results?  
Researcher Bias: 
It occurs when researchers, consciously or unconsciously, influence the results of a study based on their                
expectations.  
1. Do you think that researcher bias is a problem in SE research? Why? If so, how widespread do you think this                     

problem is?  
A survey by Jørgensen et al. (published in 2015) reports that: 67% (of the surveyed researchers) had statistically                  
tested and reported post-hoc hypotheses, 55% had developed/modified outlier criteria after looking at the impact of                
doing so on the results, and 69% had only reported the best among several measures or tests at least once. Much                     
fewer of the participants (10-22%) admitted using each of these practices often. 
2. What you think is causing such results and, in general, researcher bias? 
3. How would you limit researcher bias? Are you aware of any technique or process that might help avoid or                   

lessen researcher bias (not necessarily in SE)? Can you give me some examples (not necessary from SE)?                 
Have you used any? 

Blind Data Extraction: 
A researcher (or more) transforms the raw dataset (e.g., code bases) into the dataset to be analyzed without                  
knowing some information like treatments, subjects, etc. 
1. What are the main motivations for not using blind data extraction? Do you think some contexts are more/less                  

suited for blind data extraction? To what extent do you believe SE research will benefit from using blind data                   
extraction? Any specific context? 

2. Do you think that SE experiments will benefit from the use of blind data extraction? Why?  
Blind Data Analysis:  
A researcher (or more) performs the data analysis on a dataset where labels (e.g., references to treatments) have                  
been temporarily and judiciously removed and/or the values have been temporarily and judiciously altered. So she                
does not know some information like treatment, dependent variable, etc. 
1. Do you think that SE experiments will benefit from the use of blind data analysis? Why? 
2. What are the main motivations for not using blind data analysis? Do you think some contexts are more/less                  

suited for blind analysis? To what extent do you believe SE research will benefit from using blind data analysis?                   
Any specific context? 

Blind Data Extraction and  Analysis: 
1. Do you think the combination of blind data extraction and blind data analysis is enough to cope with researcher                   

bias? Why? 
2. Do you have any suggestion to ease the adoption of blind data extraction and analysis? 
Wrap up: 
1. Do you think you will use blind data extraction and analysis in the future? 


